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Over 8,000 flying hours, thousands of take-offs and landings on four continents. And a flight that
changed his life... Philip Keil captivates his audience with incredible experiences and valuable
expert knowledge, because he talks about topics that – even on the ground – are a matter of
a crash or a precision landing. How do I conduct myself and lead my team in turbulent times?
What makes a perfectly trained crew? This hand-on know-how has already been absorbed by
well-known business associations, German hidden champions and global conglomerates. As
a working commercial pilot and an internationally sought-after top speaker, Philip Keil is one
of the most extraordinary speakers in the German-speaking world. He trains managers in the
flight simulator, is a non-fiction writer, and a regular expert in the media, among other things
for RTL, hr and „Die Welt“!.

„Maximum thrust for your success:
lead confidently, make clear decisions“
Themes

References & Press

ʯʯ

Crash or precision landing?
The team makes the difference
• Why teams often fail and the tools every „captain“ should know
about
• How you can steer things in turbulent times and make confident
decisions
• Which cockpit methods inspire your „crew“ to do their best

thrust for your success: lead the way with confiʯʯMaximum
dence, communicate clearly
• How you can quickly recognise errors and learn from them even
in the business cockpit
• No radio silence ever again – how to communicate clearly and
remain in the loop
• When experience becomes a risk and how to benefit from this
knowledge

strategies of professional pilots for making decisions
ʯʯThe
under pressure
• What you can take on from pilots so you can make confident
decisions in every situation
• Thinking ahead: how to always remain ‚ahead of the airplane‘
• How the most important switch in the cockpit will also change
the way you‘re heading

ʯʯFurther topics and presentations by Philip Keil:

• Achieving goals
• Impulses for a positive error culture
• Crisis management for the business cockpit
• Strategies for dealing with changes
• Communication in a nutshell: teamwork above the clouds
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„Our executives have rated your talk as top class. Only the popcorn
was missing.“ Rene Behr, HR Director IWC
„You had 100% of the attention in the hall from the very first
second. Your keynote speech was still being talked about in our
offices weeks later. Thanks a lot for this!“ Martin Staudigl, HR
Director Richemont
„Thank you very much for your speech – extremely exciting!
I have actually integrated your strategies into my workplace.“
Achim von Michel, German Association for Small and
Medium-sized Businesses
„Excellent speaker! Both, his exciting experiences and his highly
effective pilot strategies made his speech an outstanding event
for our company!”
Prof. Dr Mayer, General Electric

Inspiration

ʯʯ People, books and events which inspire me:

„It‘s thanks to my years of training that I didn‘t crash in 2009. This
borderline experience broadened my horizons. Because since
then, as an author, speaker and trainer, I‘ve been helping people
overcome turmoil and achieve their goals. This is what drives me!
We grow with challenges – we shouldn‘t be afraid of them. That‘s
what made my near-crash taught me. By the way, I still regularly
sit in the cockpit as a commercial pilot.“
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